Ask the Expert
Trish Witkowski is Chief Folding Fanatic at foldfactory.com.

She is the creator of the award-winning FOLDRite™ System,
and has a specialized expertise in creative solutions for

direct mail and marketing. Trish is curator of the world's
most exciting collection of folded print samples _ you may
know her from her popular weekly e-video series
“60-second Super-cool FOLD of the WEEK”.

Trish Witkowski

Miami-based company not your typical print and graphics house

Making the Most of Valuable Time.
Automated solutions highly visible at this year’s PRINT 13.

I spent an unusually long time at PRINT 13 this year. I tend to
fly in and out, but this year I really wanted to invest the time to
thoroughly check it out. After a speaking event on Monday
afternoon, I stopped by the Standard booth. Historically,
Standard is known for presenting cutting edge Horizon and
Hunkeler feeding and finishing solutions. PRINT 13 was no
exception! The red and gray colors associated with Standard
made it easy to spot their booth from the main entrance.
Buzzing with activity and filled with the hum of hi-tech
machinery, the expansive display exhibited no shortage of cool
folding applications as well as their newest automated book
production solutions. After a personal “VIP tour”, I watched a
scheduled demonstration, and saw firsthand, Standard’s
newest product offerings.

The 20-minute presentation was fast-paced and engaging.
There was a live presenter, and live video footage of the
demonstrations was transmitted on mounted LCD screens
strategically located along the perimeter of the Standard
booth. This concept afforded everyone the opportunity to listen
and watch from any vantage point. I saw a lot of things I liked,
but two things were particularly exciting to me.
First, the new Horizon SmartStacker
was a huge surprise… it offers
tremendous utility and improved
efficiencies for direct mail
and photo books. It works
in conjunction with

the new HP Indigo 10000 digital press (in-line or near-line) and
converts large format printed sheets up to 20" x 29" into
variable format and page count products in a matter of a few
seconds. In true Horizon style, technology is a driver. The
machine processes JDF instructions with the HP SmartStream
software product, automatically moving the 11 blades into
place (7 in one direction, 4 at right angles to those), creating
up to 28 individual, bleed-trimmed products from each sheet.
The machine also reads barcodes and can save settings or be
manually adjusted.

The speaker demonstrated two applications – a series of greeting
cards that were cut and then quickly transferred to Standard’s
new digital creaser/folder for completion, and a photo book that
was cut and collated, and then bound on Horizon’s newest PUR
perfect binder. In a flash, each of these unique applications were
trimmed, stacked, and off to be finished.

After the SmartStacker demonstration, I found my way to
another favorite technology of mine – the Roll-to-Fold Direct Mail
Line with the new DP6 Dynamic Perforator. A highly proficient
finishing solution conceived by pairing together both Horizon
and Hunkeler engineering, it was remarkable to watch. The Rollto-Fold Direct Mail Line was feeding a roll pre-printed by Ricoh at
a speed of nearly 500 fpm making specific adjustments, sheet to
sheet, perforating complex variable data for direct mail pieces
which included coupons of different sizes and convenience
checks! What’s more… the Hunkeler WI6 Web Inspection
cameras were scanning the printed rolls to guarantee error-free
output before entering the cutting, folding, and stacking
modules. Although I had a hard time pulling myself away from
the dynamic perfing section, I finally moved down the line to
also see the product being folded into a finished piece at the
end. Roll-to-finished product in a single pass! It was really
amazing, and I think, another huge step for direct mail.

In the end, the Standard booth was a real highlight for me at
this year’s show. I hope you were able to attend, but if you
didn’t get to see the latest from Standard in action, the show
demo is posted online at www.tinyurl.com/standard-print13.
Or scan the QR code below to check it out.
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The new Standard Horizon SmartStacker at PRINT 13 produced
book blocks for a PUR perfect binding application and greeting
cards for creasing and folding.

Customer Profile

Scan this code with your
mobile device to see a video of
Standard’s live presentation at
PRINT 13!
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Original Impressions Grows Its Business
With New Digital Finishing Capabilities!

It might easily amaze someone to learn
that a company of just 200 employees
produces the volume of print and
electronic communications that
Miami-based Original Impressions
creates each month.
“We are not your typical print and
graphics house,” notes Laina
Kawass, Marketing Communications
Director. “Over the past three
decades, our growth model has
been grounded in listening and
responding to our clients’ needs
and bringing online those services
that integrate into the company’s
full suite of services.”

two near-line solutions to complement its
high-speed digital presses: a Standard
Horizon StitchLiner 5500 Saddlestitcher,

“We are a solutions-based provider deeply
rooted in technologies that interlace into
our systems and add value to our clients,”
Kawass explains. “The latest
technologies brought in-house
are some of the most powerful
client solutions on the print
market to date.”

“The latest equipment acquisitions more than double our
digital capabilities, allowing us
to deliver enhanced options with
quicker turnaround,” Herrera
adds. “We’re producing books
that are more than 300 pages, at
rates of 500 to 700 every hour,
and they’re not just sheets ready
In addition to offering a wide and
to be folded or cut. They’re not
deep portfolio of marketing
paper that’s staged and waiting
Henry Herrera, VP of Operations (L) and Roland B. Garcia Jr., President (R)
communications services — from
for the next process. They’re
with their new Standard Horizon StitchLiner 5500 Saddlestitcher.
marketing consulting to creative
coming off of our presses in
and design, e-business, mailing,
book blocks, and then taken
fulfillment and signage — the company’s
configured with a Standard Horizon
immediately to our near-line perfect
offset and digital print operations
HOF-400 High-Speed Sheet Feeder; and a
binding and saddlestitching systems
continue to flourish. Its international
Standard Horizon BQ-470 Perfect Binder
where they become finished products.
clientele hails from a diverse mix of
with an in-line HT-80 Three-knife Trimmer,
Unparalleled customer service means
industries, including healthcare, food and
supplied by local Standard dealer
delivering on all fronts. We can now
beverage, cosmetics, retail and more. To
Graphics IV Printing Equipment & Supply,
offer cost-effective on-demand solutions
best serve these clients, Original
Inc.
that exponentially meet our clients’
Impressions must be nimble to accomevolving needs.”
modate quick turnarounds, and that’s
Inherently, having both saddlestitching
what distinguishes it from competitors,
and perfect binding solutions near-line
according to Kawass.
affords strategic flexibility and
operational efficiency, so Original
Henry Herrera, Vice President, Operations,
Impressions’ digital presses — some
concurs: “Clients’ needs have changed.
capable of speeds up to 1,600 impresQuality isn’t just ‘No. 1.’ These days,
sions per minute — can print 24/7.
quality is ‘a given.’ The turnaround, and
ability to manage three or four aspects of
While the nature of print projects has
a job simultaneously, is what they’ve
changed by way of run length, the
come to expect.”
frequency with which clients print has
increased. They’re printing more — as
It was the desire to add capabilities and
many as 10,000 finished books each day,
bring additional finishing in-house that
Herrera estimates, in part due to the new
With their new Standard Horizon BQ-470 Perfect
Binder, Original Impressions is able to deliver
drove Original Impressions to invest in
finishing technologies.
enhanced options and quicker turnaround.

